SYNOPSIS
The New Adventures of Ocean Girl is a mythical,
enchanting tale set on the planet of Oceana. Oceana
was once a peaceful planet that embraced profound
knowledge and culture. The keepers of all wisdom and
custodians of Oceana’s four life-giving crystals were the Sacred Whales.
Two thousand years ago, an evil Space Wizard named Galiel, stole one of the four
crystals for his own greed and power. As a result, the balance of nature was upset.
The polar icecaps melted and the ocean rose, reducing Oceana to a water-world.
Over the years, the creatures of Oceana adapted to living in and out of the water.
Our story begins when Galiel returns to Oceana. The power from his stolen crystal is
diminishing, and he is intent on finding and stealing the remaining three crystals which
are hidden on the planet.
Our heroine is Princess Neri (Ocean Girl). Neri’s quest is to find the crystals, wrestle
the stolen crystal from the Space Wizard and reunite all four crystals so that harmony
may be restored to Oceana. She is the ‘Promised One’, spoken of in the Prophecies,
who will have the strength to save the planet from ultimate disaster if the crystals
are not returned in time to the Sacred Whale, Mandrool.
Princess Neri’s journey will lead her to a time of danger, discovery and adventure. With
the help of her friends, she will conquer the Evil Wizard, unite the Clans, and
restore Oceana to its former natural glory.
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